
Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery

Seats “à châssis”

Textiles played an important role in 18th century interior decor, reflecting a

taste for precious materials with a variety of textures such as damask,

tapestry, embroidery, velvet, silk, satins or printed cloth. As harmony was

sought, the same fabric could cover the seats, the fireplace screens, the bed,

the curtains and sometimes even the walls, the whole being qualified as

“furniture”.

 

As society multiplied the use of furniture and objects to suit all possible

occasions, textiles were also associated with a season according to their

material, nature and feel. Refined residences thus replaced their fabrics

twice a year, alternating between “summer furniture” and “winter

furniture”. While velvet and damask were more suitable for winter, “gros de

Tours”, a sort of taffeta, and painted silk fabrics known as “pékin” or printed

cotton fabrics known as “Indienne” or “Persienne” were preferred in

summer.

 

Nicolas-Quinibert Foliot (1706-1776), Armchair “à châssis” delivered for Louise-Élisabeth
de Parme, circa 1749, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art (inv. 07.225.57)

Yet, the fabrics were studded on the wood of the seats, preventing them

from being changed regularly, making it necessary to have a double set of

furniture, one upholstered for the winter, the other for the summer. Homes

that did this had a valet de chambre tapissier employed year-round, as well as

a garde-meuble for unused pieces.

 

Nicolas Heurtaut (1720-1771), Armchair “à châssis” pour la duchesse d'Enville au château
de La Roche-Guyon, circa 1768, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 10296)

As this practice was inconvenient, around 1725-1730, the system of

the châssis was adopted, which is a frame on which a textile is stretched, a

process also used in the field of cane seats. The upholstery and its cover are

thus combined but are not permanently attached to the seat.

This châssis system allows the seat, backrest, and armrests to be easily

removed from the seat and replaced by others. As a single seat can be fitted

with several sets of interchangeable châssis, which are simply attached by

screws or hooks, there is no need to own a double set of furniture. However,

this very practical invention was not widely used.

 

Example of an armchair and its châssis placed next to it (seat, armrests and backrest), on the

occasion of the exhibition 18eaux sources du Design (Versailles, 2014-2015)

Jean Boucault (circa 1708-1786), Armchair “à chassis” (from a set of six), circa 1758, Paris,
Musée du Louvre (inv. OAP232-2 to OAP232-7)

These examples illustrate the principle of a seat “à châssis". The seat rests on

a frame inside the belt, the backrest upholstery is held in place by hooks and

the armrests are screwed on from below.

« Industry has been pushed to the point of being able to change the fabrics

of armchairs, sofas, etc., as well as tapestries, with the help of false backs

and files which can be dismantled with screws, or attached by turnstiles, so

that it is only necessary to apply the fabrics. as well as tapestries, with the

help of false backs and backrests which can be dismantled with screws or

are attached by turnstiles so that there is only needed to apply the fabrics

according to the diversity of the seasons, without the backs occupying the

furniture garde-meuble, which is only needed to keep the tops, which are

then locked in the cupboards, under the care of the valet-de-chambre

tapissier ».

Jacques-François Blondel (1705-1774), “Meuble”, in Architecture française,

1752-1756

 

See you next week for a new

interlude !

Meanwhile, you can follow us on at the gallery or on our websites:

https://www.francoisleage.com/fr/home

https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com 

See us on Instagram to follow our news!

Instagram
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